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Ayn Rand (1905-1982) is the author of We the Living (1936), The Fountainhead (1943) and Atlas Shrugged (1957), who has sold more than 35 million copies since the publication. Rand's main non-fiction works include The virtue of selfishness, Romantic Manifesto and Capitalism: The Ideal Ignotus. His
philosophy of Objectivism, which has characterized as “a philosophy to live on earth”, continues to influence millions of readers. Leonard Peikoff is the intellectual heir chosen by Ayn Rand and the author of The Ominous Parallels: The end of freedom in America, objectivism: The philosophy of Ayn Rand
and the DIM hypothesis: Because the lights of the West are coming out. For years he answered questions about Objectivism and his views on life in his podcast on Peikoff.com. Andrew Bernstein is the author of the Capitalist Manifesto: The historical, economic and philosophical case for Laissez-Faire;
Objectivism in One Lesson: An introduction to the philosophy of Ayn Rand; and numerous other books. He holds a PhD in Philosophy at City University in New York, and lectures and publications on a wide range of topics. Harry Binswanger was a member of Ayn Rand and taught philosophy at university
level. It hosts its online forum on HBLetter.com and is the author of How We Know: Epistemology on a Objectivist Foundation. Yaron Brook is chairman of the board of directors of the Ayn Rand Institute in Irvine, California, and speaks publicly around the world to promote the ideas of Ayn Rand. She is
also guest of The Yaron Brook Show on BlogTalkRadio. Before taking a leadership role at ARI, he worked in finance and taught it at university level. Onkar Ghate acts as senior and Chief Content Officer of the Ayn Rand Institute. It was released on various media, ranging from CNN.com to The Huffington
Post. Stuart K. Hayashi worked as a legal assistant at the State Capitol in Hawaii. He is the author of freedom of actionlife in theecosystem, and hunting down social darwinism all about political philosophy and published by lexington books by lanham, maryland. jonathan hoenig manages the capitalistpig
hedge fund llc. is an analyst of fox business network and author of greed is good, the pit: photographs portrait of the chicago trading floor, and (with stuart k. hayashi) price is primary, a treaty on objective investment. elan journo, Director of Political Research at the Institute ayn rand. his first book, winning
the invincible war: America's Self-Crippled response to islamic totalitarianism, analyzed American politics post-9/11 mideast. is co-author (with onkar ghate) not to face Islamic totalitarianism: from george w. bush to barack obama and beyond. amy peikoff J.D., Ph.D., is a writer who lives in Southern
California. In addition to guest appearances on fox news and co-hosting a weekly podcast, he recently helped create a script for an adaptation of graphic novel of atlas shrugged and currently is writing his book, legalizing privacy: why and how. gregory salmieri is a companion of the anthem foundation for
the objective bag and teaches philosophy at the rutgers university. is co-editor (with the deceased lan gotthelf) of a companion ayn rand and (with robert mayhew) of foundations of a free society: reflections on the political philosophy of ayn rand. richard m. salsman is the founder of intermarket
forecasting, inc,. an assistant professor at duke university, and a contributor editor for the objective standard. is author of breaking the banks: central banking problems and free banking solutions, gold and liberty, and the political economy of public debt: three centuries of theory and evidence. c. bradley
thompson is professor of political philosophy at clemson and executive director of clemson institute for the study of capitalism. he also author of the award-winning John Adams and the spirit of freedom andAn Obituary for a(with Yaron Brook.) Don Watkins is director of education at the Industrial Progress
Center. He is the author of RooseveltCare: As social security is sabotaging the land of self-confidence, and co-author of the revolution of the free market of the national bestseller: As the ideas of Ayn Rand can end the great government. Best Latest reviews Top reviews Best Newest reviews Top reviews
Get access to exclusive email deals when you join Blurb's creative community. By continuing to accept the Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy. I remember reading the “Textbook” of Rand in the form of a pamphlet of 25 cents standing in my school-days. It included only the first twelve questions at
the time, without processing and without frills of any kind. I still have that pamphlet many years later. Some things are actually quite valuable to keep in mind for a lifetime — just a couple. Rand's words never failed. Throughout my life, I read his critics and detractors: they specialize most in creating straw
men to collect; and they put themselves to the joy of stretching it on any occasion. In the end I developed a resistance to it, not unlike being inoculated against some vile diseases. This present volume was put together by a Jonathan Hoenig, hedge fund manager, former Chicago goods dealer (from the
screaming and screaming era) and part-time conversation head on cable news. It was from one of those television appearances I tripped on Jonathan. It was one of the few voices of principle never allowed air-time; his insights were incisive and refreshing to hear. I gave a number of Hoenig books as a
Christmas present this past season, but I know that newcomers to these ideas will not have my personal sense of enthusiasm for a series of clarifications on what isturn our world. Sometimes there is no need for a series of intuitions: sometimes, it is only enough to understand what the problems
themselves are, to know what is at stake in the real realin which the competing sides fight in advance of their orders of the opposite day. In the case of this small volume, we see the world in terms of its most basic questions, starting: These are questions that most people seem never to ask in the first
place ---- as, for example, the question whether individualism or collectivism has high moral ground; and if setting this choice must precede the choice of a political system. The world suffers from unnecessary trauma as a result of jumping beyond and ignoring basic starting questions. And this book is one
of the rare places where basic questions are asked. The “Textbook” of Rand presents what are some of the initial questions in politics; and gives voice to many of the basic answers, answers that have been lost for our current culture. Maybe someone out there will start asking the right questions... One of
my favorite questions here is: how war against reason and freedom began; and how did he so accurately dominate the minds of entire generations of a previously free people? How could such a noble idea like freedom become so widely minata and faint? The questions and answers of “Textbook” speak
to this mystery! The ATTTACK ON LIBERTY & REASON: Smack in the middle of this small volume is an offer of Leonard Peikoff — an offer that would baffle me when I was just beginning to understand the bigger picture of how capitalism fell from favor so precipitously. It is fascinating to me as our 18th
century culture embraced reason and freedom for a short time; as science, individual achievement and industrial civilization have all come together as a direct result; as the embrace of freedom and reason was immediately attacked by the intellectuals of culture; and how the whole culture has quickly
moved away from its rootsNot before was America born that the commitment to reason was brought to the end. It looked like it washe had stirred to life for a short time; and then Plato stood up and put a boot on the neck of reason and freedom. AMERICANISM: My favorite chapter is Brad Thompson's,
where he colors in some of the details that make up "Americanism" as a mood. He instructs us on this state of mind, a state mostly lost for our present generations; describes a world that would affect most millennials today as a total fantasy. I suspect that the disconnection for millennials is a consequence
of our culture that lies on such a steep trajectory to embrace the exact opposite of the “Americanism” Thompson describes. FREE: How many of us believe that the Boston Tea Party was little more than a protest against trade barriers, including tariffs? With the absurdity of fares that are now suppressed
as a national salvation, Harry Binswanger points out that the United States has had a huge “commercial deficit” every year of its fastest economic growth period: the 19th century. And then it reminds us that the “commercial deficit” is precisely what allows the huge investment in American companies,
which is the heart of our economic prosperity. ExTERNAL POLICY:Elan Journo reminds us of the unfortunate American foreign policy, where the approach consists in showering our avocated enemies with billions of dollars to help; in providing moral support to the jihadist-abilitative regimes; in
systematically ignoring the vision of the Founders of America, ignoring the innovative identification of the Founders of the relationship between man and the state. At every occasion, American rulers refuse to condemn jihadist murderers; They refuse to condemn Iran even when it blows American soldiers
in Iraq, in the marine barracks of Beirut, to the U.S. embassy in Lebanon, to the Khobar towers in Saudi Arabia; refuse to give moral support tooppressed Iranians protesting against the harsh rule of the ayatollahs. America has acted consistently in the name of the regimes dedicated to submissionown
people, as well as anyone else can get their hands on. American rulers will not even admit that Iran has been at war with us since 1979, for 40 years to continue. Just yesterday (June 2019), the Secretary of State offered to “spell” with Iran without any condition — giving further sanction to the murderous
terrorists. As American rulers refuse to pass moral judgment on the enemy, and because America continues to redefine its founding principles, our foreign policy remains a dangerous threat to all. The chapter of Journo makes the case that an American rational foreign policy must protect the lives and
freedom of Americans. “A new textbook of Americanism” does a great job to remind us of what we are giving up; we are renouncing a future driven by freedom and reason. I cry for our grandchildren... grandchildren. . a new textbook of americanism the politics of ayn rand. a new textbook of americanism
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